
From: Cheryl Uchida
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Mike Buck
Subject: Reply to your email re: LGVC Plan overlay tree mitigation code amendment
Date: Thursday, March 29, 2018 9:17:13 AM

Hi Leslie,

Here are Jeff Novak's responses to your email asking for input on your recent code
amendment. Jeff was an alternate member of the LGVC Plan committee. 

Yes, we wanted to assure no loss of canopy and we especially wanted to make it painful to remove large mature trees.  In the
very rare instances of large groves it would likely cause mitigation offsite—and there should not be many instances...this now
being one (Blue Dog property example you've shown).

Most development, given the existing stock of trees and properties only deals with a few trees—like the one on Quarry behind
the bank. Where they chose to modify their plans to keep some large trees. We would not want to change the code because of
one large project when it is the exception and not the rule. Clearly the code has worked all these years.

We should fight hard to not amend the code.

The mitigation fee in the grand scheme is relatively low and we had wanted it higher—but compromised.

It would also be cheaper to keep the code than get into a battle to change.

Jeff Novak

BTW Leslie, the original LGVC Plan members were/are. However, some have passed away or moved from LO. 

LGVC Plan Advisory Committee Members:

Ken Sandblast, Chair; Lang Bates, Darcey Eaton, Julia Glisson, Donna Jordan, Vic Keeler, Carolyn
Krebs, Jack Lundeen, Wilma McNulty, Chuck O’Leary, Sid Smither, Cheryl Uchida

Alternates: Mike Buck, John Hurlburt, Adelle Jenike, Jeff Novak, George Psihogios, Barbara Zeller 

We would also like to know what precipitated this particular code amendment proposal?

Cheryl Uchida
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